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Are you fed up with the extensive paperwork when administrating fishing permits, hunting, forest services, trails
and accommodation? Try our effective cloud service NatureIT, which digitally helps you manage sales,
administration and follow-up of these services.

Functions
Functions for your visitors
 Purchase different kinds of permits
(e.g. fishing permits) via the internet,
mobile application and retailer
 A fast, secure and simple payment
solution
 Activate visiting-, hunting- and fishing
days
 Report back, e.g. catch reporting
 Help function
Administrative functions
 Create areas and trails on a digital
map. E.g. fishing areas, trail areas,
trails, lakes and streams
 In a simple way create different types
of products such as fishing permits,
trail permits etc.
 Add points of interests (POI) to a map
 Set quotas for numbers of visitors per
day in an area for a specific period.
 Prohibit activities in an area for a
specific period.
 Handles different currencies.
 Support for multiple languages.
 A fast, secure and simple payment
solution.
 Reports, such as sales statistics and
compilation of catch reporting.
 Help function
 If there is need of a report or a
function which doesn't exist today, it
can be created.

Launched services today




Administration and sales of fishing permits in
Finnmarkseiendommen in northern Norway.
Administration and sales of permits to chop
your own wood in Finnmarkseiendommen.
New applications will be launched during
2013.

Customers





Authorities
Private businesses
Commercial businesses
Organizations

Mobile phone
The portal is mobile adapted, thus all functions are
available using a smart phone.
Mobile application exists today for android to
download for free from Google play. Functions such as
buying permit, show permit and report back exists.
Extensions of functions are possible.

Maps





NatureIT uses MAPSERVER together with
TileCache as map server
Today maps from Lantmäteriet are used for
Sweden. Maps from Statkart are used for
Norway. MAPSERVER supports the most
common formats of map data
Customer adapted map layers

Technical demands on PC/MAC
Only a common web reader that works on a PC/Mac is
required.

Database
The database is a MySQL. http://www.mysql.se

Development- and production
environment
Production and development of interfaces and
functions are done in Drupal. http://drupal.org/

Production
The production of NatureIT is handled by Jamtport AB
in Östersund. https://www.jamtport.se/

Availability

The model?

Jamtport AB can guarantee an availability on 99,2%.

Support

NatureIT is bought as a service with a monthly fee.
Normally no adaptations at start with NatureIT are
necessary; it means no start up investment. In cases it
is desired customer adaptation can be done.

We have an efficient and experienced support
organization that can help with eventual problems or
questions.

Demonstration

When required, for instance at start of hunting season,
extra support can me ordered.

Below there is a link to a short demonstration movie
which shows how easy it is to create fishing water and
a fishing permit in NatureIT.

www.natureit.se/node/3444

Cybercom

Contact

The Cybercom Group is an IT consultancy business that offers
global delivery capability of local as well international
business.

For more information, please contact:

Cybercom is an established supplier of solutions in the
internet and mobile services, security, embedded systems,
and telecom management.
Thanks to the broad business knowledge and experience,
Cybercom can offer strategic and technical expertise in
telecom, industry, media, public sector, banking and finance.
Cybercoms operations have a strong platform in the Nordic
and its presence in Eastern Europe, Asia and the USA. With
25 offices in 10 countries Cybercom undertake assignments
throughout the world. Cybercom was founded in 1995 and is
since 1999 listed on the Nasdaq OMX Nordic

Maria Geijer, Product owner
maria.geijer@cybercom.com
+46 (0)722 049 322
Christer Björklund, account manager
Christer.bjorklund@cybercom.com
+46 (0)706 914 895
Or visit: www.natureit.se

